
Status for roe deer shot with bow and arrow in Denmark in the period 
1999-2007

In 2001 The Danish National Forest and Nature Agency presented an evaluation 
report on bowhunting to the Game management council “Vildtforvaltningsrådet” as a 
follow-up on the transition of hunting with bow and arrow from being under a 
dispensation system to become generally regulated in 1999. The basis for the 2001 
evaluation report was as far as the risk of wounding is concerned - very small. 

The 2001 evaluation report caused a revision of the regulation of bowhunting that 
was implemented in 2004. The revision was in essence an increase in the technical 
specifications on the bow and arrow, specifically an increase of the amount of energy 
(measured in joule) the arrow must possess. With the new specifications most 
arrows that hit a roe deer will pass completely through the animal.

Vildtforvaltningsrådet wanted a follow up, and it was decided to make a re-evaluation 
of the status after 5-6 years to have a better database for an evaluation of 
bowhunting. The presented material has been collected in the time period 1999-2007 
and is based on the material reported by bowhunters and schweiss-hound “track 
dog” handlers.

This data give an image of the use of registered schweiss-hounds “tracking dogs” in 
relation to bowhunting and can for example provide a basis for comparison with 
other hunting weapons. Furthermore the figures give an indication of the 
effectiveness of the bow as a hunting tool, in the aspect that it can be compared with 
the other hunting tools (shotgun and rifle) used on roe deer

The data for roe deer shot with bow and arrow is still limited in comparison with the 
roe deer harvested with other types of hunting weapons. With this reservation - the 
material is considered to be used for simple statistical analysis.

During the whole time period bowhunters have individually delivered a game harvest 
report directly to the Danish National Forest and Nature Agency. The issuing of a 
bowhunting permit to the hunter has been hinged on the submission of this game 
harvest report. To be able to get a bowhunting permit, it has been made mandatory 
to submit this report. The total number of harvest reports submitted by the 
bowhunters is only a few thousands of the total harvest reports on a national level 
(see below chart).
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Roe deer 67 113 101 126 134 122 132 194 989

Hare 20 46 41 45 50 51 72 74 399

Fox 4 12 15 21 20 19 33 43 167

Pheasant 129 128 136 182 184 265 210 186 1420

Mallard 27 10 18 8 23 28 36 20 170

Other 60 40 19 26 39 117 134 223 658

Total no. 307 349 330 408 450 602 617 740 3803

It is only the reported bow shot roe deer that forms the basis for this report.  It 
accounts for approximately 2/1000´s of the total reports on roe deer.
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The number of bowhunters in the period has risen from 348 in 2000 to 453 in 2007.

Following reports have been submitted by the schweiss-hound “tracking dog” 
handlers for the bowhunters that requested a tracking dog:

Track dog handlers reports in the period:1999 - 2007
1 Number of called upon tracking dogs in situations with a bow shot roe deer 164

2
Number of positive tracking jobs, the animal is recovered dead or received the finishing 
shot 84

3 Number of negative tracking jobs were the animal is not found. 70
4 Number of ”check up tracking jobs” in situations with an assumed clean miss. 10

-      1. The group ”called upon tracking” include all situations were there have been 
contact with a tracking dog team, i.e. also situations were only a ”check up” 
job was requested and were the arrow was presumed as a clean miss but the 
hunter wants verification. Included in this figure are also the situations were 
more than one tracking team was contacted. This information cannot be 
discerned in the material.

-         2. The group ”positive tracking jobs” comprises all searches that have resulted 
in the deer beeing found, and in that way delivered. Also the situations were 
the animal is found and a finishing shot has been needed is included.

-         3. The group ” negative tracking jobs” sums up the maximum number of deer 
that can have been wounded. This counts for all the situations where the deer 
has not been found, and could possible have been wounded.  In the total 
number of 70 negative tracking jobs included in this figure, there is a small 
number of deer that possibly have been cleanly missed. 29 of the 70 reports 
the tracking dog handler described as “empty” and there is no indication if the 
deer was hit or missed by the arrow. 

-         4. The category” check up” tracking jobs” comprises all situations were there 
has been a tracking dog search that has been registered as a clean miss. 
According to the tracking dog handler reports, 10 instances with complete 
misses were reported in the past 3 years. A check up tracking job is most 
often done when the arrow cannot be found and the hunter has doubts and is 
not sure if he hit the deer or not.

”Wounding rate”

By comparing the amount of wounding by the different hunting methods the best way 
to measure this is the “wounding rate” meaning the proportion between wounded 
and killed deer. 

When hunting with bow and arrow the hunter is required to call for a registered 
tracking dog team, if there is a clear sign of a hit and the deer cannot be found within 
6 daylight hours.

In relation to other hunting weapons a shot by arrow often gives a better chance to 
determine if it is a hit, while even an arrow that only touches the animal will be 
smeared by some blood or body fluids. 

One must therefore reason that the total number of tracking jobs will correlate with 
the maximum number of deer that may have been hit. From that the number of deer 
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that has been found and delivered during search, must be subtracted. 

Therefore the maximum theoretical wounding rate for the period 1999-2007 can be

(70 negative tracking jobs + 10 check up” tracking jobs) x 100 =0.08
989 deer in possession

The minimum number for the same period can be obtained by leaving out the 29 
tracking jobs where the shots have assumingly missed the target and the 10 control 
tracking jobs. The minimum wounding ratio would therefore be:

41 negative tracking jobs x 100 =0.04
989 deer in possession

”method and effectiveness”

Another way of evaluating the numbers is to look at the effectiveness of the total 
number of bow shot deer and compare this to the reported number of hit deer. To 
calculate this figure the number of tracking jobs are added to the total number of 
harvested deer and the check up jobs and this is related to the total number of 
harvested deer:
.

989 harvested deer x 100 = 92,5 %= 92,5 %

(70 negative tracking jobs+10 check up” tracking jobs+989 deer in possession)

This means that for every 100 roe deer shot at with bow and arrow 92 will be 
harvested. The effectiveness of bowhunting is clearly fully comparable with rifle 
hunting and better than hunting roe deer with shotgun.

Success at tracking jobs

Success rate for tracking jobs on roe deer shot with bow and arrow is:

84 positive tracking jobs x 100 = 51,2 %
164 called upon tracking jobs

To sum up this, it is to be noted that the reports from the tracking dog register in 
2004/2005 the positive percentage for the other two types of weapons used on roe 
deer will give results at 37% for shotgun and 58% for rifle.

Also to be noticed is that during the period of time where the statistics have 
been gathered, there has been a clearly rising tendency to call on a Schweiss 
trackdog- team when a deer is shot at and not seen to go down.

It is therefore possible that bowhunters request a trackdog- team to a larger 
extent than this the case for hunters using shotgun or rifle. In relation to 
shotgun and rifle hunting the efficiency of bowhunting can be undervalued in 
this aspect.
Conclusion:

The figures for bow shot deer are still low, so small changes in the number of 
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tracking jobs will make a large impact on the percentage vice distribution. With the 
presented material for hunting roe deer with bow and arrow in relation to shot 
effectiveness and wounding the results show that it is at at similar level as for 
hunting roe deer with rifles.

If only a few bowhunters use a tracking dog team to make a ”control tracking job” 
then this will make a large impact on the percentage in effectiveness. In the 
2006/2007 report from the tracking dog handlers, Chapter 5.6.2 on “development in 
tracking scenarios” it is mentioned that it is a generally rising trend that hunters call 
the teams to make” control tracking jobs” after a shot is taken.
These” control tracking jobs” will lower the general success rate, due to the fact that 
a tracking job is made on a questionable shot that in most cases is a complete miss.

Based on this material it is clear that there are no indications that bowhunting will 
give a higher wounding rate than other hunting methods. If as written above -
basically all shots that do not deliver a deer are assumed to become a dog tracking 
job, the wounding relationship will be considered to be between 0.04 and 0.08 in so 
that there will be 4-8 animal wounded for every 100 harvested. At the same time over 
90% of the shots taken will deliver a harvested deer. The risk of wounding with bow 
and arrow can be correlated with the risk of wounding with a rifle. The success using 
the tracking dog teams is slightly less with bow in comparison to rifle but clearly 
higher compared to a deer tracked after being shot at with shotgun.
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